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Investment Returns & Risks
What You Need to Know for Your Future

Brian Bernatchez, CFP ®
This is an updated version of a 2014 article. Performance graphs
and data have been updated through 12/31/2019.
Sequence of Investment Return Risk– The “FLAW” of Averages
With the bull market in U.S. stocks reaching its 5 year anniversary
and most companies trading at multiples of current earnings that exceed historical averages, I thought it
was a good time to get a little nerdy with numbers and write about a risk that doesn’t get a lot of
attention in good markets: “Sequence of Return Risk.”

The financial services industry has done an excellent job over the years of training investors to expect
10% average annual returns from the stock market. Unfortunately, it has largely failed to emphasize the
importance of the sequence of annual returns for retirees who withdraw a consistent percentage
(typically 4%-5%) of their portfolios annually.
In reality, although the stock market as measured by the Standard & Poor’s 500 index has indeed
averaged 10.29% per year since 1926, the yearly returns have rarely been anything close to 10%. As the
chart below illustrates, in only 7 of the 95 years since 1926 has the return been between 5% and 10%.
In addition, there have been 12 years in which the loss was 10% or more and in 6 of those years
(including 2002 and 2008) the market fell by more than 20%.
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Sequence of return risk only exists for an investor in the distribution phase, not the accumulation phase:
Rate of Return During Accumulation Phase

The chart above compares two investors who both average 8% annually on an initial investment of
$500,000 over 20 years, but get there on much different paths. Investor A’s first three years have
negative returns and a string of positive ones at the end. Investor B has very good returns early on with
some negative years at the end. Assuming both remained fully invested the entire time, they end up with
the exact same value at the end of 20 years: $2,115,025.
However, once an investor begins to withdraw annual income, the sequence of annual returns is a
critical factor in maintaining or growing principal. Consider the chart below:
Rate of Return During Withdrawal Phase

These are the same two investors as in the previous chart, each investing $500,000 initially. The only
difference is that they begin to withdraw 5% annually immediately, with a 3.5% annual increase in the
withdrawal amount for inflation.
How can it be that Investor A and Investor B both averaged 8% annually, and withdraw the same
amounts but Investor B ends up with over $1 million while Investor A has less than $200,000?
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Investor B was lucky enough to experience a series of good annual gains early on with no significant
losses until the end, providing enough capital gains to offset the steep losses at the end of the 20 year
period. However, poor Investor A had three years of significant losses right at the beginning, and the
portfolio was reduced so much that it was never able to recover even though the market had strong
gains during the next few years.
As investment advisors, one of our primary objectives is to “manage” the range of potential returns as
much as possible without managing out the potential for long-term growth. In addition, it is important
that we attempt to avoid significant capital losses in the years immediately preceding and following
retirement.
Getting as close as possible to the “8% Returns Guaranteed Sign”
When explaining how we manage risk and volatility to new clients, I often joke with them that if we
could put a sign out by the road that read “8% Returns Guaranteed,” we would have a line of investors
stretching for miles who had cashed in low investment savings accounts and CDs to invest at 8%. I also
tell them that if it says “too good to be true,” it always is. I don’t know of any investments that guarantee
returns anything close to 8% per year and historical average returns are typically even lower.
For retirees withdrawing 3%- 6% of their portfolio annually, we see our job as attempting to get as close
as possible to the 8% number on the fantasy sign by the road over the long term. Our strategy is to
commit to a long-term stock/bond allocation that has historically reduced the range of potential returns
but still provides the potential for long-term returns to exceed withdrawal percentages enough to offset
inflation.
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The chart above shows hypothetical combinations of stocks and bonds, their average returns and their
highest gain and biggest loss since 1926. No surprise that the highest average annual return is from a
100% stock portfolio. However, as I have shown earlier, the Sequence of Return Risk would be way too
high in that portfolio as evidenced by the 43.1% loss in the worst year (2008).
Take a look at the 40% bond 60% stock allocation. It has 85% of the average annual return of an all
stock portfolio, but only 62% of the maximum downside risk as measured by the worst annual loss. Not
surprisingly, our normal target allocation for most investors withdrawing 3%-6% income annually is
about 60% stock and 40% bond. What we hope to do over time is select active managers who
outperform the index and adjust normal targets based on an assessment of the current economic cycle.
In addition, we slice off little pieces of the conservative core to invest in smaller companies,
international companies, and high yield bonds.
If you are a retiree who feels as though you missed out on the last five years of stock market growth, you
should proceed with caution and resist the temptation to dramatically increase the risk in your portfolio
in an attempt to make up for lost time in the market. Instead consult with your financial advisor to
design a long-term asset allocation strategy with systematic reallocation in place. However, be willing to
accelerate your reallocation if the greed that has crept into the markets over the last few years suddenly
turns to fear that causes “lawn sale prices” on great companies.
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